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Contextualization: The Loyalty Program Secret Sauce 
Progressive brick and mortars leverage their existing digital arsenal to create an online and in-store contextual 
experience. That means using their different touch points (website, mobile web, app, in-store technology, etc.) 
to provide context to their customer engagements. Being able to pull together these disparate touch points 
and systems through a streaming decision layer powered by machine learning, is the secret sauce. 

This enables laser focused targeting to each and every single loyalty customer. 

For example, if a loyalty program member enters a retailer’s store that has a streaming decision layer powered 
by machine learning, the retail is able to extract real-time context from their back end systems, like their CRM 
and loyalty program, to serve up an “in the moment loyalty prompt” that is laser focused on that specific 
individual. Below highlights an actual ongoing customer success scenario where they have seen tremendous 
success with this streaming decision layer.
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For More Information
To learn more about the ZineOne real-time streaming decision layer technology, visit our  
website at zineone.com or send us a message to connect further at biz@zineone.com.

connect with us

Relevancy - this is a key ingredient to maintain an engaging and long lasting relationship between the 
customer and the retailer. Since the retailer knows all of the loyalty customer’s online and in-store behavior, 
browsing habits, and purchase activities, they are able to sustain a highly relevant and hyper contextualized 
engagement. 

Loyalty - A simple low-cost loyalty reward (e.g. $15 off a $99 coffee maker) can help improve the customer’s 
experience and build an emotional connection to the loyalty program, and more importantly, the brand. In this 
case, the size of the loyalty reward is not as important as the perceived value of the reward. The perception 
that the retailer “knows” the customer is achieved by providing contextual messaging most relevant to that 
loyalty shopper, in the moment. 

Results - Pulling together the data from disparate sources into real-time context can help nudge shoppers to 
the next level of engagement and a potential  tremendous impact to the retailer.
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